Traditions in the way we view our environment are strongly entrenched in our collective mind, and any perturbation that could change them is usually strongly resisted. However, change does occur [1] , even though there is resistance to it, and this includes changes in the scientific process as well. Science is continually developing, with advances replacing what was previously envisioned to be true. Alternatively and maybe better stated, scientific truth and thought are continually evolving, and so could be termed by some to be a moving target. Most advances in science do not normally involve changing the basic concepts that we know and understand, but are an expansion of knowledge to give a better understanding of our world. Very often data collected previously stand the test of time with only the interpretation requiring a better understanding. Sometimes, though, there are changes in basic concepts and when these occur they "rock" the scientific world.
It is difficult for many people to accept new ideas. Scientists are like most people and often have difficulty with change, especially that which impacts on long-standing historical beliefs and the ideas they were previously taught. We gain our ideology and scientific ideas from the generation that taught us. In consequence we often try to adapt the ideas of our traditional teaching to make them fit the new. This is particularly true in revolutionary discovery that modifies some of the basic foundations of science. People that are set in their ways find changing their thought processes difficult and often resist such change.
Historically, science has in many ways reacted badly to changes that were dramatic. Scientific evolution is happier with slow change and even short spurts of rapid change. Here one paper can make a major advance, changing the direction science is heading or even create a new field of endeavour. A prime example occurred in genetics. The classic paper by Watson and Crick revolutionised this burgeoning area of science and in many ways brought in the molecular era of biochemistry. At the time of its publication, there were many critics that did not agree or believe in the concept of DNA as a molecular blueprint for life let alone how it operated, although today this is accepted as true and is the basis of the new science of molecular biology.
Imagine the situation if another major discovery came along to upset the applecart. I will call the discovery, and so the function, of DNA the Central Dogma. Now let me hypothesize a, so far unknown, future step. First, I introduce doubt and ask: Is the Central Dogma only partially correct? That is, we accept that DNA can make DNA and RNA, RNA can make DNA, and RNA can make protein. But now I suggest, can DNA directly make protein and protein make RNA or DNA or indeed make other proteins? Maybe the basic concepts of molecular biology need an adjustment. How would this hypothesis that "modification" of the Central Dogma is needed be accepted? The proposal is radical and different from what is commonly understood. Could it be right or have I stepped beyond science into the realm of science fiction? There is no doubt there would be considerable resistance to such an idea regardless of how good was my experimental evidence.
What originally brought me to this discussion and concept is a paper that appears in this issue of the journal by Nastos and colleagues [2] on environmental and geomagnetic effects of mood. When the Nastos paper was first evaluated, initial thoughts from the referees were to suggest that it belonged in a science fiction publication, maybe alongside my thoughts on changing the Central Dogma. Certainly when I read it I was doubtful that it suited a scientific journal like Indoor and Built Environment. However, a second and subsequent reading of the manuscript changed my mind and I read it as a paper based on scientific method unlike my first impression that it was new and so should be resisted. The paper discusses and presents evidence on environmental (e.g. humidity) and geomagnetism factors as they influence mood. This is not the first paper suggesting such a relationship [3] ; however, it combines both factors in one evaluation. On the surface most would probably find such a relationship strange and reject the paper on this basis alone. This is not the scientific method however, tradition would probably dictate otherwise -especially from a historical perspective. In peer review, historical views and the training of the reviewer influence decision making and this can affect opinion on the scientific or contributory merits of the paper. Reviewers must always be careful when making snap judgments. Evaluation has to follow the scientific method.
Nastos's paper is not a definitive study on the subject, as could be envisioned through a large cohort or even casecontrol epidemiological investigation. However, it does address important questions. Most would classify this type of study as ecological. Ecological as well as cross-sectional studies are hypothesis generating in nature and generally do not allow formation of a close causal relationship. The question has to be asked: Where does science begin? Not at the level of establishing a relationship as is often inferred in case-control or cohort studies, but rather in evaluation of the hypothesis as is done in ecological studies. Since the concept of environmental/physical factors and mood testing is relatively new, establishing a hypothesis is most appropriate. Certainly, many may want to go further than that right away. In these cases, as a general rule, any reviewer would like to see the subject or issue proved, mostly as a result of its unusual nature and subject, but otherwise because of their disbelief in the hypothesis. Just as in the Watson and Crick paper, a new concept or hypothesis is presented, along with details of "new" scientific thought. It must be remembered that a scientific concept begins with a hypothesis, and then an investigator begins to investigate the hypothesis. There are no scientifically accepted principles that are above question or testing. Commonly, this is forgotten, especially by reviewers. This can bring us to an entirely new subject of what represents a good review and its appropriateness [4] . But that is fodder for another editorial.
One question relating to new ideas presented in papers like that of Nastos is how detailed their theoretical discussion should be. There could be criticism that such papers do not go far enough in explaining the hypothesis, at least from a mechanistic standpoint. For example, how could these "environmental/physical" factors have such an effect on a whole organism? Is such a theoretical discussion of value, does it generate a hypothesis? Both are questions that can certainly be debated. In the Nastos paper, molecular mechanisms, hypothesised, for the observed results, could include magnetic influences on nerve growth and inhibition, tropisms relating to nerve development, regeneration of new nerves or ones of specialisation, development of new connections involving old and new nerves and a combination of both, release of nerve growth factors that stimulate nerves or surroundings (support cells -like astrocytes) along with other possible factors or conditions too numerous to mention here. There is some basis for these suggestions. Just look at the currently believed mechanism of how birds are able to migrate [5] . Could the effects observed by Nastos be a result of an ancient compass that has lost its primary function and is now being used in another way? Suggestions have been made that there are different types of magnetic sensing cells and they may function through different pathways [5, 6] . This allows for extension of the hypothesis to incorporate environmental factors [5] and their interactive association with magnetism. Here the plot thickens, in that now we have a complex process that involves many systems and environmental/physical factors. Based on these hypotheses, there may be an important unknown influence happening that was previously unrecognised. I could now expand on these hypotheses by creating others. What a wonderful concept: the basis of scientific thought and how it can spur one's imagination. Is this not, in part, why we do science? Who knows, maybe this is a totally new area of neurological science, one that is presently undiscovered and unrealised. The nature of science is wonderful, allowing us to explore the unknown. Is this not how scientific discovery works?
